
Skoll Flight 4 
Video can be found here: 

 Truck camera of launch: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/19373053790/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Truck roof camera of launch and landing: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/18936966274/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Flutter camera: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/18938899794/in/dateposted-public/ 

To walk through the flutter camera, the flight sequence is: launch, right 180 degree turn, pitch 

surface 3-2-1-1 excitations, right 180 degree turn, roll surface 3-2-1-1 excitations, slight right 

turn, left 180 degree turn, landing. The airspeed was set to 23 m/s except for the 3-2-1-1 

excitations, which were set to 30 m/s. 

Taking a quick look at the flight data, we can see the aircraft go to full throttle to reach the 30 

m/s test points, Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: airspeed and altitude, Skoll flight 4 

  



The pitch surface excitations were performed at an airspeed of around 29 m/s, Figure 2. The roll 

surface excitations were performed at an airspeed of around 28 m/s, Figure 3. For both sets, there 

is some altitude variation; during the pitch doublets we see a climb followed by descent and 

during the roll doublets we see a climb. 

 

Figure 2: airspeed during pitch excitations 

 

Figure 3: airspeed during roll excitations 



There were 6 excitations in pitch (L1/R1, ganged L3/R3 L4/R4, L3/R3, L4/R4, L1/R1, ganged 

L3/R3 L4/R4). There is a significant oscillation in pitch set up between the second and third 

excitations, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4: pitch excitations, pitch rate response 

 

Figure 5: pitch excitations, pitch angle response 



There were 6 excitations in roll (L1/R1, ganged L2/R2 L4/R4, L2/R2, L4/R4, L1/R1, ganged 

L2/R2 L4/R4). Data quality looks alright between the surface deflection and roll rate. Again 

there is a significant pitch oscillation set up between the second and third excitations. 

 

Figure 6: roll excitations, roll rate response 

 

Figure 7: roll excitations, zoomed around 1st ganged 3-2-1-1 



 

Figure 8: roll excitations, pitch rate response 

Following the first 180 degree turn after launch to set up for the pitch oscillations, we again lost 

lock with our GPS satellites and did not regain for the remainder of the flight, Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9: satellite and EKF performance 

  



This time we had an automatic reversionary mode coded into the autoland software; if GPS is 

lost, the autoland commands to theta angles rather than vertical velocity, Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10: autoland performance 

The initial approach was set at 5 degrees of nose down pitch and 20 m/s airspeed, which we see 

tracked well. The final approach was set at 1 degree of nose up pitch, wings level, and 17 m/s 

airspeed. Landing occurred at about 15 m/s and 1.9 degrees nose up, and 1.2 degrees left roll 

with just under 10 seconds spent in the final approach. Visually, the landing looked good and 

there was no damage to the aircraft.  

  



Looking at the altitude during the initial approach phase, Figure 11, we see a descent rate of 

about 3.6 m/s; the vertical velocity controller works to hold a 3 m/s descent rate, so this is pretty 

close! The final approach descent rate is harder to see, but it's around 2 m/s, which is higher than 

the 0.5 m/s that we would see under vertical velocity control, so we could probably increase the 

theta command up to around 2 or 3 degrees for final approach. 

 

Figure 11: descent rate 

 


